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Figure 1: Acute triangulation of the domain Acute (in Palatino font).

Abstract

We propose a method for computing acute (non-obtuse)
triangulations. That is, for a given two dimensional do-
main (a set of points or a planar straight line graph),
we compute a triangulation of the domain such that all
angles are less than (or less than or equal to) π/2. This
leads to the first software to compute such triangula-
tions.

1 Introduction

Large angles in a triangulation is known to lead to un-
desired numerical results in many scientific applications
[1]. A lower bound on the smallest angle of a triangu-
lation implies an immediate upper bound on its largest
angle (the converse is not true). Most triangulation al-
gorithms rely on this observation and hence focus on
providing lower bounds on the smallest angle.

Problem 1 [No Small Angle Triangulation]. Given
a two dimensional input domain (point set or planar
straight line graph) and a constraint angle α, compute
a triangulation of the domain such that all angles are
larger than α.

There are many good solutions for this well-known
problem [4, 11, 13, 19]. The lower bounds provided for
the smallest angle, however, are not strong enough to
address the acute and non-obtuse triangulation prob-
lems, which are defined below.

Problem 2 [Acute Triangulation]. Given a two di-
mensional input domain (point set or planar straight
line graph), compute a triangulation of the domain such
that all angles are less than π/2.

Problem 3 [Non-obtuse Triangulation]. Given a two
dimensional input domain (point set or planar straight
line graph), compute a triangulation of the domain such
that all angles are less than or equal to π/2.

1.1 Motivation

Acute angle constraint is motivated by various scien-
tific computing [20] and computer graphics applications
[7, 14, 18, 20]. A recent space-time meshing algorithm,
called the tent-pitcher, by Üngör and Sheffer [20] relies
on the acute triangulation of the initial spatial domain.
The algorithm is known to generate a valid space-time
mesh if the initial space mesh is an acute triangula-
tion [20], but may fail if there is an obtuse angle or
even a right angle. Later, improved versions of the
tent-pitching algorithm are proposed [10], removing the
acute angle requirement. However, loss of efficiency is
expected in practice, that is more space-time elements
are needed, whenever the spatial triangulation contains
obtuse triangles.

Kimmel and Sethian [14] also make use of acute tri-
angulations in their work on computing geodesic paths
on manifolds. Their algorithm, called the fast march-
ing method, computes geodesic distances and shortest
paths on triangulated domains. They provide a simpler
version of the algorithm with a better accuracy analysis
when the underlying triangulation is acute. Acute and
non-obtuse triangulations are also employed in other
graphics applications for guaranteeing validity of pla-
nar mesh embedding via discrete Harmonic maps [8].
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1.2 Previous work

While their definitions look similar, these two prob-
lems differ greatly in their difficulty levels and hence
the availability of the solutions. For instance, there are
algorithms for computing a non-obtuse triangulation of
simple polygons [2, 3, 5, 9], but no algorithm is known
for computing an acute triangulation of arbitrary simple
polygons. Algorithmic and existence results for acute
triangulations are known when the input is a point set
or a low-complexity polygon such as an obtuse triangle,
a square, a quadrilateral or a pentagon. Lindgren [15]
showed that at least eight triangles are needed to tri-
angulate a square with all acute triangles. Later, Cas-
sidy and Lord [6] showed that for any n ≥ 10 (but not
for n = 9) there is an acute triangulation of the square
with exactly n triangles. Gardner [12] studied the acute
triangulation problem when the input is simply a trian-
gle. Manheimer proved that seven acute triangles are
necessary and sufficient to subdivide a non-obtuse tri-
angle [17]. Recently, Maehara [16] showed that an ar-
bitrary quadrilateral can be tiled by 10 (but perhaps
not by any fewer) acute triangles. If we restrict our-
selves to two-dimensional point sets, a solution to the
acute triangulation problem is given by Bern et al. [4].
Their approach uses a quadtree, and replaces the stan-
dard square quadtree cells by tiles with protrusions and
indentations.

2 Proposed Solution

Our solution for the acute and non-obtuse triangulation
problems relies on a recent Delaunay refinement algo-
rithm proposed by the authors to address Problem 1
[11]. By changing the key components of this algorithm,
we derive a method to compute acute and non-obtuse
triangulations.

Delaunay refinement method involves first computing
an initial Delaunay triangulation of the input domain,
and then iteratively adding points called Steiner points
to remove the triangles with small angles. Tradition-
ally, circumcenters of bad triangles are used as Steiner
points [19]. An alternative type of Steiner points, called
offcenters , is introduced later, which lead to the design
of the first time-optimal Delanuay refinement algorithm
[13]. The offcenter insertion algorithm is now used as
the default option in the popular Delaunay refinement
software Triangle 1. Both the original circumcenter
and the offcenter insertion variants of the Delaunay re-
finement suffer from a so-called termination problem for
large values of the constrained angle α. Recently, the
authors developed a Delaunay refinement algorithm to
alleviate this problem. The original Delaunay refine-
ment algorithm of Ruppert is proven to terminate with

1http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/∼quake/triangle.html

size-optimal quality triangulations for α ≤ 20.7◦. In
practice, it generally works for α ≤ 34◦ and fails to ter-
minate for larger constraint angles. The new variant
of the Delaunay refinement algorithm generally termi-
nates for constraint angles up to 42◦. Experiments also
indicate that this new refinement algorithm computes
significantly (almost by a factor of two) smaller trian-
gulations than the output of the previous Delaunay re-
finement algorithms.

The performance of the new refinement algorithm
falls short of the 45◦ bound, which would imply a so-
lution for Problems 2 and 3. Nevertheless it enabled
us to design an acute/non-obtuse algorithm. There are
two key components of this algorithm. First, it uses the
Voronoi diagram of the iteratively refined domain to
perform a search to find locally optimal Steiner points
for insertion. Second, it performs a simple relocation
step for the previous Steiner points to see a bad trian-
gle can be fixed without a new Steiner point insertion.
Below, we describe the adoption of these key compo-
nents for a solution for acute/non-obtuse triangulation.

2.1 Walking on the Voronoi diagram

Let pqr be an acute (non-obtuse) triangle in a triangu-
lation and pq be its shortest edge. See Figure 2. Let
slab(pq) denote the region between the two lines one go-
ing through p, the other q and both orthogonal to line
segment pq. Let slice(pq) be the intersection of slab(pq)
and the circumcircle of pqr. In the following algorithm,
we suggest to insert a Steiner point strictly inside the
slice region of a non-acute triangle furthest away from
all existing vertices. (For non-obtuse triangulations we
also consider the boundary of the slice as an insertion
region.) Note that this point is either a Voronoi vertex
or on a Voronoi edge. We find it simply by searching a
local neighborhood on the Voronoi diagram.
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Figure 2: Point x is inside the slice of pq (shaded) that is
furthest away from all existing vertices.
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2.2 Relocating Steiner points

We propose simple point relocation strategy to be in-
tegrated into the refinement procedure described in the
previous section. The feasibility of this point relocation
is tested before every iteration of a Steiner point inser-
tion. We first recall the definitions of basic structures
in a triangulation. The star of a vertex a consists of all
triangles that contain a. The link of a, then, consists of
all edges of triangles in the star that are disjoint from
a. A vertex is said to be free if it was inserted by the
refinement algorithm as a Steiner point. Input vertices
are not free and never relocated. For each non-acute
(obtuse) triangle, we first attempt to relocate its free
vertices (one-at-a-time). See Figure 3. For a free vertex
a, such a relocation is feasible only if the intersection
of the slabs on the link of a is non-empty. We compute
this intersection and perform a simple search in it. If
one of its free vertices of a triangle find a new location
so that all the triangles in its (new) star become acute
(non-obtuse), we perform the relocation. Otherwise, we
proceed with a new Steiner point insertion.

Algorithm 1

Compute the Delaunay triangulation (DelT ri)
of the input

Let P denote the maintained point set
while ∃ a non-acute triangle pqr in DelT ri(P )

relocated := False

for each free vertex a of pqr
if K =

⋂
xy∈link(a) slab(xy) 6= ∅

and ∃b ∈ K such that all triangles of star(b)
in the DelT ri(P ∪ {b} − {a}) are acute

then

delete a; insert b; relocated:=True; break;
endfor

if relocated == False then

insert a point x ∈ slice(pq) that is furthest
from all existing vertices

endwhile

3 Experimental Study

We tested a preliminary implementation of our algo-
rithm on several data sets. Our results are summarized
in Table 3, and sample output meshes are illustrated
in Figure 4. Histogram of angles for an output sample
is shown in Figure 5. Our implementation is currently
being optimized.

4 Discussions

We present the first heuristic method and the first soft-
ware for computing acute (and non-obtuse) triangula-
tions of two dimensional domains. We leave finding a
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Figure 3: A non-acute (obtuse) triangle pqa might be fixed
by relocating one of its vertices a. Such a relocation point,
if exists, must be in the intersection region (shaded) of the
slabs of edges on the link of a.
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Figure 5: Histogram of all angles in the output triangulation
for input set Lake Superior.

theoretical support for the proposed approach an open
problem. We should note that boundary handling strat-
egy we use is inherited from the standard Delaunay re-
finement algorithms [11]. We believe the performance
of our algorithm will improve once a special boundary
handling rule suited for this problem is integrated into
our software.
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Figure 4: Acute triangulations for various input domains.

Data Set Output Time
name # points # edges # points # triangles max angle millisec
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